










                                    

Foreign waves  
Occasionally,  

外国からの津波
a tsunami that damages Japan comes from afar.
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Wave trains of unknown, probably distant source, 
in both cases recorded near Nakaminato

Tsunamis linked to distant earthquakesTsunamis linked to distant earthquakes

Earliest domestic tsunami in Japanese written history, 
November 26, 684 (Julian calendar)

Tsunami recorded in Japan  Arrow points toward distant 
shores that face broad side of the tsunami’s source area.  
Where far from its source, a tsunami tends to be largest on 
such shores (simulation, p. 74-75 and 99). 

Subduction zone   Low-angle fault between tectonic plates (p. 
8, 77).  Line shows upper edge; teeth point down dip.  
Tsunamis on map originated along subduction zones.
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Few of Japan’s foreign tsunamis rival the 1700 event.  In its 
documented Asian extent, it exceeds all other foreign 
tsunamis before 1868 with the exception of the South 
American waves of 1687 and 1751.  

Japan’s most ruinous foreign tsunami originated with the 
largest earthquake ever measured—the 1960 Chile shock
of magnitude 9.5 (p. 10-11).  The waves took nearly 24 hours 
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1586 Peru   Known in Japan from southern 
Sanriku coast only.

1687 Peru   At least 12 waves as much as 0.5 
m high in Shiogama.  Also known from 
Ryükyü Islands (location map, lower left).

1700 Cascadia   Reported from sites along 
900 km of Honshu coast.  Included at least 
seven waves and spanned parts of two days.  
Maximum heights probably 2-5 m (p. 48).  

1730 Chile   Flooded fields in Rikuzen and on 
Oshika Peninsula

1751 Chile   In Ötsuchi, contained seven 
waves and flooded house floors.  In Shinjö, 
flooded rice fields during part of a morning.

1837 Chile   Damaged rice paddies and salt 
works along coast between Öfunato and 
Sendai (map, p. 81).  Unreported from other 
parts of Japan but crested as high as 6 m in 
Hilo, Hawaii.

1952 Kamchatka   Spawned by third-largest 
earthquake of the 20th century (M 8.8-9.0; 
size graphed, p. 98).  Crested 1-3 m high in 
northern Honshu.  Did not exceed 1.0 m on 
tide gauges (map, p. 95); however, the Miyako 
gauge apparently damped the 1960 Chile 
tsunami (footnote, p. 46).

1964 Alaska   From the second-largest earth-
quake of 20th century (M 9.2).  Maximum tide-
gauged height in Japan 75 cm, at Öfunato (p. 
95).  Tsunami small in Japan relative to earth-
quake size because its waves went mainly 
southeastward (arrow, map at far left).

QUOTE

ON FAR-TRAVELED TSUNAMIS see The Central Meteorological Observatory 
(1953, p. 39, 45-58), Ninomiya (1960), Takahashi and Hatori (1961, p. 23), Hatori 
(1965, 1968), Pararas-Carayannis and Calebaugh (1977), Lockridge (1985), 
Öfunato Shiritsu Hakubutsukan (1990), Usami (1996), and Watanabe (1998).  
Perusing “Mandaiki” (p. 84) in 2002, Satake noticed a description of flooding in 
Shinjö, on Höreki 1.5.2, that matches the expected arrival time of the 1751 
tsunami.  On tsunami directivity see Ben-Menahem and Rosenman (1972) and, for 
Cascadia, our pages 74-75 and 99.

JAPAN’S 684 TSUNAMI, according to the ancient chronicle “Nihongi” (or 
“Nihonshoki”), was “an overflowing rush of sea-water” that sank “many of the 
ships used for conveying tribute” (Aston, 1972, p. 366).

S at top from pages 52 and 78.  
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MIHOTSUGARUISHINO EARTHQUAKE WARNED of the 1700 tsunami in 
Japan.  No account mentions associated shaking, and two 
accounts note the lack of seismic warning (right).

Such orphan waves intrigued Ninomiya Saburo of the 
weather station in Miyako (p. 46).  Soon after the 1960 Chile 
tsunami he matched three Edo-period tsunamis with South 
American earthquakes—from 1687, 1730, and 1751.

Ninomiya found no parent for the 1700 tsunami.  It 
would remain an orphan until the 1990s (p. 93-94).
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INCREASE IN 1960 TSUNAMI HEIGHT IN MIYAKO BAY 
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IN POST-TSUNAMI SURVEYS, Japanese teams made hundreds of height 
measurements of the 1960 Chile tsunami.  Most were compiled in books by the 
Japan Meteorological Agency (1961) and by The Committee for Field 
Investigation of the Chilean Tsunami of 1960 (1961)—sources for the overview 
map at left and most details above.  The height estimate for Tsugaruishi is based 
on tsunami limits identified by eyewitnesses interviewed in 1999 (p. 56-57).

Asahi Shimbun

1960 Chile tsunami

Öfunato, 1960  
The Chilean 
tsunami drove 
ashore the “Dai 
jüsan kaiun maru” 
(“Luck bringer
 no. 13”).

to reach Japan.  The largest waves arrived a few hours after 
high tide in northern Honshu and at high tide to the south (p. 
46, 83).  They widely reached heights of 2-4 m and, where 
amplified in bays, locally crested at 5-6 m (map below).   The 
waves caused 52 fatalities in Öfunato (above and p. 81) and 
71 deaths elsewhere in northeast Honshu.  None of these 
losses occurred in areas of documented flooding in 1700.
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